
AI-driven ID scanning 

on any device and platform

BlinkID is an AI-driven software built to detect, recognize and read a range of identity documents, 
including identity cards, passports and driver’s licenses.



Designed to make typing a thing of the past, BlinkID uses computer vision to extract information 
from any government-issued ID, in less than half a second.


A user places or holds 
the document in front of 
the camera.


The results are 
extracted and the user 
can move forward.


BlinkID
Quick guide
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How it works

PROCESSING



Interface

Does not require document type or country preselection. 
Real-time error messages guide users step by step through the 
scanning flow, asking them to move the document closer or 
farther away from the camera, or focus on its barcode. Fonts, 
colors and icons are customizable, and the flow can be  
translated to 23 languages.

ID cards, passports, driver's licenses, residence permits, alien IDs, proof of age cards, military IDs 
and other document types from 178 countries.  

To see the full list of supported documents, .click here

Supported documents

Where can I get more info?

What makes BlinkID special?

Try the free demo app

AppGallery
EXPLORE IT ON

Talk to our sales team

Start a free trial

Document & face image crop

While the user is scanning a document, 
BlinkID snaps a clear, high-resolution image 
of both the document and its owner's face. 
These images can later be used to verify the 
person applying for a product or service is 
who they claim to be.


Field anonymization 
If required, BlinkID can be configured to 
mask certain parts of the identity document 
(in results and on cropped images) to 
comply with relevant data privacy laws.


Document authentication 
Out of the box, BlinkID matches both 
sides of the document for data 
consistency, checks the extracted data is 
of a valid format and is able to detect 
when a document is scanned from a 
screen and paper.


Age verification 
BlinkID displays a warning message if a 
person scanning their identity document 
is below the age limit set by the service 
provider.


https://microblink.com/blog/full-list-of-identity-documents-you-can-scan-with-blinkid?utm_source=FALSE&utm_medium=FALSE&utm_campaign=BlinkID_Microblink_ALL&utm_content=50
https://microblink.com/contact-us/?utm_source=FALSE&utm_medium=FALSE&utm_campaign=BlinkID_Microblink_ALL&utm_content=51
https://developer.microblink.com/?utm_source=FALSE&utm_medium=FALSE&utm_campaign=BlinkID_Microblink_ALL&utm_content=52
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microblink.showcase.playstore&hl=en&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/microblink-vision/id1464662310
https://appgallery.huawei.com/#/app/C101961459

